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Program Description
The Matsqui‐Abbotsford Impact Society (doing business as Impact Youth and Family Substance Use Services) is a
non‐profit organization founded in 1988 with 11 members on it’s board of directors
(http://www.impactabby.com/about_us_board_of_directors.html), five full‐time staff, one part‐time office
manager, and a contracted clinical supervisor (http://www.impactabby.com/about_us_staff.html).
Over the last several years, Impact’s programs have grown beyond our long‐standing counselling services for
youth and adults affected by youth substance use, funded by Fraser Health Mental Health and Substance Use
Services.
We now also hold a contract with the STOP HIV program, funded by Fraser Health Public Health, and from 2014
to 2016 managed a program (administered by Abbotsford Community Services), funded by Health Canada. And
from 2016 to 2017 will be running the Youth‐Elder Partnership program. In addition, we convene the now long‐
standing Youth Addiction Knowledge Exchange (YAKE) and co‐chair the Abbotsford Youth Health Centre, among
other things.
While we have retained the Vision and Mission statements that we developed in 2010, and feel that it was this
vision and mission that has guided the expansion of programs we now support, we now also have vision and/or
mission statements for all of our sub‐programs, which you will find on the next page.
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Vision: A community where all youth are healthy, safe, engaged, have meaningful opportunities, and feel like they belong.
Mission: To work at the community level to identify and fill gaps in the well‐being of all youth, with an emphasis on
advocating for and working with substance‐involved and substance‐affected youth.
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Other committees: Local Action Team (LAT) – MHSUS Abbotsford, Mission, and YEP in Fraser Cascade; Abbotsford Sexual Exploitation Prevention (FVCAT –
MHSUS/YESH); Regional Addictions Committee (RAC – MHSUS); Abbotsford Child & Youth Committee (ACYC – MHSUS, YEP, YESH, AYHC); Mission Child & Youth
Committee (MCYC ‐ YEP); Fraser East Regional Child & Youth Committee (RCYC – YEP, YESH, MHSUS); Mission Youth House Advisory (MY House – MHSUS);
Trauma‐Informed Practice Working Group (TIP – MHSUS, YESH, YEP); Gender and Sexual Minorities Working Group (GSM – MHSUS, YESH); Aboriginal Integrated
Health Team Meetings (YEP ‐ Mission, Abbotsford, Chilliwack)
Other possible/past: Suicide Awareness Fraser East (SAFE – MHSUS, YEP); Supporting Wellness and Reducing Harm (SWaRH ‐ MHSUS); Overdose Response (OD –
MHSUS)
Impact (MHSUS)
Vision: A
community that
pro‐actively
supports the health
and well‐being of
youth, young adults
and caregivers
affected by
substance use.

VYPER (Health Can)
Vision: A Fraser
Valley where youth
and young adult
voices guide, inspire
and connect service
providers, the
community and the
next generation of
youth.

Funded Programs
AYHC/Hub (BCIYSI)
Mission: Helping
Abbotsford’s youth
develop the lifelong
habit of protecting
and enhancing all
aspects of their
health.

YEP (Van. Found.)
Vision: A Fraser
Valley where youth
and elders bridge
the age gap –
working on projects
that reduce
isolation, share
wisdom and
knowledge, and
support mutual
understanding.

YESH (Public Health)
Vision: Youth
leading the way to
an AIDS free future.
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Responding to the B.C. Overdose Public Health Emergency
An overdose crisis has been slowly brewing to a boil over the last few years, and Impact has also been ramping
up its response.
In August of 2015, Impact invited the dozens of youth substance use counsellors and prevention workers in the
Youth Addiction Knowledge Exchange to receive training on Take Home Naloxone, provided by Erica Thompson
from the WarmZone.
As the crisis continued to grow, Impact’s Executive Director, also directing the VYPER program, introduced
Naloxone to the youth of VYPER, many of who had had personal experiences with overdose, but most of whom
had never heard of Naloxone.

The provincial picture
On April 14, 2016 Dr. Perry Kendall, the provincial health minister, declared a public health emergency around
spiking illicit drug overdoses in the province. While as far back as 2010, Fraser East had one of the highest per
capita rates of overdose in the province with more than 5 overdose deaths per 100,000, by the first quarter of
2016, that rate had more than tripled.

The picture in Fraser Health and Abbotsford
What’s more, in Abbotsford the growth in overdoses per capita was far higher than the Fraser East or Fraser
Health region. Only Maple Ridge, with an increase of 26 deaths per 100,000, was larger than Abbotsford’s,
where the increase was 20.
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The overdose crisis disproportionately affecting young people
When it comes to young people being affected by the overdose crisis, while numbers of overdose deaths in
those over 40 dropped precipitously from 2010 to 2016, rates rose by 27% in 10‐19 year‐olds and by 38% in 30‐
39 years‐olds. The greatest increase was in 20‐29 year‐olds with an increase of almost 10 deaths per 100,000,
from 17.5 to 26.1 deaths – or a 49% increase.
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Young people taking action on overdose with Impact/VYPER
For the young people engaged in VYPER, the overdose crisis was already on their radar before the emergency
declaration. Coincidentally, they had partnered with Fraser Health and Odyssey I in Burnaby to put on an
overdose awareness “Naloxone Ninja” event that happened to fall on the very date of Dr. Kendall’s
announcement.
“A lot of these youth are dealing with friends who
are using fentanyl on a daily basis and feel like,
‘What can I do?’” Gross said.
CORNELIA NAYLOR / BURNABY NOW
A surge in drug overdose deaths that led the
province to declare a public health emergency in
April has motivated organizations working in
Burnaby to try to get the life‐saving antidote
naloxone into the hands of more young people.

Many didn’t know what naloxone was, he said, and
only after they first learned about it, did they start
sharing personal stories about times they really
could have used it.

Drug overdose deaths in Burnaby have nearly
doubled over the last nine years, jumping from nine
in 2007 to 16 last year, according to new data
released by the B.C. Coroners Service last month.
The increase mirrors a similar surge provincewide –
with fentanyl, a synthetic painkiller 100 times more
potent than morphine, accounting for or
contributing to a growing percentage of the deaths.
In 2012, fentanyl was detected – alone or in
combination with other drugs – in five per cent of
overdose deaths in the province. In 2015, that
figure shot up to 32 per cent.
And people under the age of 30, have accounted for
an increasing percentage of drug deaths: 29 per
cent for the first quarter of 2016, compared to 19
per cent in 2007.
Even before the province declared the health
emergency, Brian Gross, project director for Valley
Youth Partnership for Engagement and Respect
(VYPER) said youth in his program had talked about
coming up with ways to keep kids safer.

“Stories started coming out about having been at
parties where there was an overdose and
sometimes sitting next to someone who was
overdosing, and that was a really horrific experience
for them that probably was unspeakable until that
moment because it’s so stigmatizing too,” Gross
said.
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VYPER, a Health Canada‐funded program that works
with youth throughout the Fraser Health region,
decided to approach Fraser Health and the B.C.
Centre for Disease Control to partner on a youth‐
centred naloxone training session.
Odyssey I Substance Abuse Services for Youth and
Families, a program that runs out of the Boys and
Girls Club in Burnaby, stepped up to provide the
venue.
“In recent years, opioid use has become much more
mainstream and common amongst Burnaby youth
aged 13 to 24,” program coordinator Bridgette
Ebing told the NOW in an email. “Youth are dying
from accidental overdoses and that trend is
continuing. Hosting the naloxone training was an
opportunity to support our youth and their families
to know about and access a tool that could help
save a life.”
Youth working with VYPER designed posters for the
event challenging their peers to become “naloxone
ninjas.”

The session attracted a total of about 60
participants – about 20 under the age of 25 – and
organizers handed out 30 take‐home naloxone kits.
To those who might argue providing naloxone to
young people could encourage drug abuse, Gross
said the issue is complex.
“It would be wonderful if people just didn’t do this
and this didn’t happen, but it’s happening,” he said.
“The fact is that we have a public health crisis on
our hands, and there have been a lot of lives saved
as a result of naloxone in the Fraser Health region.”
Gross went on to say events like the naloxone
session also do more than distribute the drug; the
non‐judgmental setting also gives drug‐involved
youth a chance to make connections with stable,
reliable adults.
For more information on naloxone or how to
prevent, recognize and respond to a drug overdose,
visit towardtheheart.com.

Impact partners with the WarmZone and the City for Overdose Awareness Day
August 31 is International Overdose Awareness Day, and Impact partnered with the City of Abbotsford and the
Women’s Resource Society of the Fraser Valley’s WarmZone to host a well‐attended and the only major
overdose awareness event in the Fraser Health region.

International Overdose Awareness Day will be
recognized in Abbotsford with a special forum on
Wednesday, Aug. 31 at Matsqui Centennial
Auditorium (32315 South Fraser Way).

The free event runs from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. and
includes presentations by Dr. Andrew Larder, chief
medical health officer; Mark Goheen, a clinical
specialist with Fraser Health; and Dr. John Farley, an
infectious disease specialist.
Also making presentations are representatives from
the Valley Youth Partnership for Engagement and
Respect, the Warm Zone, and Impact Youth and
Family Substance Use Services.
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Evaluation of Program Objectives
Counselling Services
DATE:

April 1, 2015 through March 31, 2016

FISCAL YEAR:

2015‐2016

CONTRACT NAME:

MATSQUI‐ABBOTSFORD IMPACT SOCIETY

CONTRACT #:

16/01114

Vision: A community that pro‐actively supports the health and well‐being of youth, young adults and caregivers
affected by substance use.
Mission: Creating opportunities that foster supportive relationships, acknowledge strengths, and work toward
self‐identified goals.
Areas of Significant Achievement
Non‐admit client tracking
With our year‐on‐year increasing numbers of non‐admit service clients, we felt last year that it might be useful
to start collecting some basic demographic details about these non‐admits (such as gender, age and referral
source), so that we could start to watch for any trends of note with these individuals. So, while with just one
year of data, we are not yet able to look at any year‐to‐year trends, we are able to provide more data about
these non‐admits. Of the 176 non‐admit clients this past year, we were able to collect at least some data on 164
of them.
The purpose of the non‐admit designation is to allow us to meet with a person, assess them, explain our services
and then move toward an intake, if appropriate. Reasons that an intake may not be appropriate can vary widely,
from the client not being interested in services – all the way to the client’s circumstances being such that it is
not appropriate to go through the required paperwork with them, such as if they are in a crisis situation. Some
clients we may see many times throughout the year, but circumstances make it such that doing the required
paperwork remains inappropriate (such as if we are unable to connect with them, but they connect with us only
when in crisis).
Starting with the 2016‐2017 contract year, we are also beginning to collect session data about non‐admit clients.
Historically, non‐admit clients are only represented once per quarter in our sessions, even if we actually had
more than one session with that client during that quarter. So, collecting session data on non‐admits will give us
a better sense of how much of our time is spent with non‐admit clients, and an average of the number of
sessions we have with each non‐admit client – including one‐to‐one sessions, family sessions, indirect service
sessions, and group sessions. We may also be able to start tracking non‐admit clients that become intaked
clients during the year to get a better sense of the journeys from non‐admit to intake.
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Below we provide some statistics about our 2015‐2016 intaked clients side‐by‐side with our non‐admit clients,
showing how these populations may have differed. It is important to note that non‐admit clients may convert
into intaked clients over the course of the year. Therefore, some of the same individuals may be reflected in
both intaked and non‐admit stats.
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Newly Intaked Clients
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Newly Intaked Clients
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Resiliency‐based health promotion and prevention
Through our various new and pilot programs, such as YESH, VYPER
and YEP, Impact has continued to innovate in ways that try to
operationalize research findings that position risky and harmful
youth drug use as symptomatic of the complex interplay between
environmental conditions, cultural and historical contexts, and
personal and interpersonal factors.
Major accomplishments in these areas are covered later in this
report.
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Primary Care Home leadership – youth style
With the health
authority’s recent
movement toward a
primary care home
model of service
delivery, Impact’s
involvement in creating
and stewarding
continuous quality
improvement at the
Abbotsford Youth
Health Centre could be
seen as prescient. This
year the AYHC was
selected as the Fraser
Health site for the new
BC Integrated Youth
Services Initiative youth
hub, with Impact set to
become one of the anchor services working out of the new 12,000 square foot facility when it opens in 2017.
More details later in this report.
Continued leadership in regional collaborative practice
Impact continued to convene the regional Youth
Addiction Knowledge Exchange (YAKE) community of
practice. With the overdose crisis impacting not only
our clients, but also our clinicians through vicarious
trauma, YAKE members indicate having relied heavily on
the supportive nature of the bi‐monthly meetings that
have been running out of Impact now for going on six
years continuously! YAKE‐Day this year was held at the
Last Door’s Keystone property in Mission, and was
focused on Indigenous teachings applicable to grief and
loss, facilitated by Impact’s Youth‐Elder Partnership
(YEP) Youth & Elder Community Facilitator, Roxanne
George.
Valley Youth Partnership for Engagement and Respect (VYPER) wrapped up this year with six three‐hour focus
groups across the Fraser region with dozens of professionals, netting over 100 pages of qualitative outcome data
that is being combined with a rich collection of other outcome and output data by our third‐party evaluator,
McCreary Centre Society. The final evaluation report should be available near the end of 2016.
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Areas to be Improved/Enhanced
Collecting additional non‐admit data
As noted above, we started collecting session data about non‐admit clients starting in the 2016‐2017 year, and
expect to be able to get a better sense about these clients and their journeys through this process, as well as
better account for the work that our staff are doing with clients – both intaked and non‐admit.
Enhanced outreach initiatives
During the summer of 2016, we started doing outreach to youth who tend to congregate at Mill Lake Park.
While we have done
this sporadically
throughout the past,
we began doing it
consistently every
Monday afternoon,
bringing a BBQ for
hot dogs and drinks
and other snacks.
Actually, this process
was started when our
VYPER‐funded youth
group, “The Huddle,”
decided that doing a
“Free Youth Hot Dog
Day” at Mill Lake
would be a good way
for Impact to raise its
profile with young
people in the
community –
particularly those that might be most applicable to our services, or who might be connected to those who are.
The half‐dozen youth in “The Huddle” created a poster (posting it all over town) and a survey and co‐facilitated
conversations with other youth, as well as helping to hand out over 30 hot dogs to several dozen youth. The
mood was electric when they returned from the park… both for “The Huddle” youth and for our staff. Our staff
hadn’t been completely sold on the idea when the youth came up with it… a fact that seems ridiculous in
retrospect. Every Monday a cheer goes up at Mill Lake when Impact staff (often accompanied by other
professionals) round the corner!
Impact staff are able to say with certainty now that visiting Mill Lake every Monday has not just connected them
with the individual youth they have seen there… our staff have been incorporated into and are better known by
a whole network of young people in Abbotsford. The youth have even made a point of introducing newcomers
to Abbotsford to our staff, and those who they think might particularly benefit from getting connected.
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As the year progresses, and particularly into the winter months, we’re sure we’ll be learning more both about
how our commitment to this activity, inspired by youth, is playing out in our relationships with youth, and how
to continue to improve and build upon the improvements we’ve already seen. Of particular interest is how we
might support the youth who
frequent Mill Lake to play
some role in feeling like they
are contributing to or that
there is more of a sense of
belonging for them in the
environment there… or
somewhere. They often
express to our staff the
difficulties they’ve
experienced with the park
benches being moved or
removed, and how they don’t
feel they have anywhere else
safe to hang out in
Abbotsford. When the park
tables they congregate at were removed once this summer, the only other available tables were near the
children’s water park. Out of respect, they said they didn’t want to hang out there and potentially disrupt the
environment for families enjoying the park. But where else were they to go? This also made it much more
difficult for our staff to connect with them.
Reducing barriers and redundant intake and assessment processes with the Integrated Youth Hub
Along with improving and enhancing our outreach efforts and the network building this has supported, we look
forward to seeing what improvements and changes our move into the BCIYSI integrated youth hub will bring in
the new year. It’s looking like this move won’t occur until June or July of 2017 at this point, but we are already
working closely with the various partners we’ll be co‐located with, and the many others who will be providing
services there on a periodic or part‐time basis. The challenge we face isn’t so much in terms of how to work with
each other – as we already do. Abbotsford has an amazingly collaborative ethos in youth services. The bigger
question in how we further integrate our services and thereby reduce barriers for youth and family clients,
particularly in the process of being referred from one service to another. Can we reduce the need for multiple
and often redundant assessment and intake processes that are now required in many cases, for example?
Changes in Operation and/or Staff
There have been a number of changes in staff this year. Michelle Gilbart, who had been with Impact since doing
her fourth‐year practicum with us in 2011, moved on to, among other things, motherhood! We enlisted three
youth to conduct a hiring process also involving our executive director, board president, and a counsellor –
ending with the youth calling the successful applicant, Jessica Gill, to let her know the good news!
Jessica holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Criminology from Simon Fraser University and a certificate from the
Community Counselling Program at Vancouver Community College, with volunteer, employment and practicum
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experience with the Phoenix Drug and Alcohol Recovery Education Society in Surrey, the Elizabeth Frey Society’s
Maida Duncan Women’s Drop‐In Centre in New Westminster, and at the Mahmawi‐Atoskiwin Boys and Girls
Club in Calgary. The whole team is delighted to have her on board.
This year also saw Laurie Schulz, who had been with Impact since beginning her career in counselling in 2008,
moving on. While employed with Impact, we saw Laurie through her Masters in Social Work program at
University of the Fraser Valley, after which she became our in‐house clinical supervisor from 2012 until 2016.
She now has a private practice in Chilliwack. We have since moved back to having our clinical supervision
contracted out to long time Impact friend, Janit Doyle.
Impact was successful with a grant application to the Vancouver Foundation to fund what the youth of the
program have called the Youth‐Elder Partnership (YEP) program. Roxanne George, who had been an employee
of VYPER (administered by Abbotsford Community Services), moved over to be hired directly by Impact as our
Youth and Elder Community Facilitator.
Executive director, Brian Gross, after wrapping up a very busy few years directing VYPER, along with his many
other roles with Impact, is back to finishing up the very few courses and practicum hours left in his Masters of
Counselling program at City University, which he began in 2011. His arts‐based thesis, entitled “Stewarding
Experience: Re‐Presenting a Journey Toward and away from Identifying as an ‘Addict’” was accepted in 2015.
Annual Statistical Summary
Intakes, Active Clients and Non‐Admits:

Intaked Clients

Continuing Clients

Non-Admit Clients
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164

All Therapeutic Interactions: 2015‐2016
continued the trend of lower intaked
clients (though we had an uptick over last
year) relative to steadily increasing non‐
admit clients. This trend is accounted for
by new initial assessment practices
instituted in 2012‐2013 that provide more
explicit client choice for youth referred to
Impact (especially from the school district,
for substance‐related issues) about level
of involvement with our services.
Non‐admit clients (with whom our
counsellors have at least one one‐to‐one
session to introduce Impact’s services,
assess client needs, and especially client
desires) were nearly four times the
number 5 years ago.
Overall, our total therapeutic contacts, at
401, were higher than they have ever
been.
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8 4 4
2 0

Substance
Affected

15

53

4 4 2 0

Adult Affected Substance User

Total

New Intakes by Type:
Only slight
fluctuations were
seen in the
distribution of new
intakes this year. The
biggest change was
that the number of
adult affected clients
was back up to the
levels in 2013‐2014.
This was because we
ran one less parent
group in 2014‐2015,
largely due to
interruptions in
school
communications
brough about by the
job action.
Non‐Admits by Type:
Non‐admit youth
substance users
represent the lion’s share
of our non‐admit clients
and rose again this year.
Our number of adult
affected non‐admits
more than tripled this
year, and youth
substance affected non‐
admits doubled.
Other substance use
agencies that serve
adults around their own
substance use typically
serve a lot more
substance affected youth
(the children of parents
who have struggled with
substance use)
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Client Demographics (newly intaked youth using substances only):
This year saw a continuance
2015-2016
2014-2015
2013-2014
of the marked change from
80%
our historic client gender
distribution, with a much
70%
larger proportion of female
60%
clients intaked than in
previous years –
50%
approaching parity between
male and female clients. We
40%
also now are serving
30%
transgender clients (not to
say necessarily that we
20%
weren’t before – clients may
10%
not have shared this
information with us).

All Active & Non‐Admit
Clients: Active clients
are those clients who
had an open file during
the year. So this may
include clients who
were intaked last year
(or, in some cases,
years prior), plus clients
intaked this year.
Looking at our number
of active plus non‐
admit clients over the
past five years,
numbers continue to
grow in all categories,
indicating that
awareness about our
services, both from self‐
referrals and referrals
from third‐parties
continues to grow.

2012-2013

2011-2012

0%

Male

Female

Transgender
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The ethnic/heritage background of intaked clients saw lesser diversity this year than the trend over the last 5
years, but further diversity is indicated in our non‐admit clients, for which we are now collecting more of this
data (see section above).
The age distribution of newly
2015-2016
2014-2015
2013-2014
2012-2013
2011-2012
intaked clients this year was
50%
nearly equal across 13‐15,
16‐18 and 19‐24 year‐olds,
45%
with a lower number of 10‐
40%
12 year‐olds. Again, the non‐
35%
admit stats (see section
30%
above) tell a different story,
with many more school‐aged
25%
non‐admits and fewer 19‐24
20%
year‐olds.
15%
10%
5%
0%

10 to 12

13-15

16-18

19-24
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Special Populations: While there
were drops in concurrent disorder
(substance use and mental health)
diagnoses among newly‐intaked
clients, the proportion remains at
historic highs. Methadone
maintenance saw a slight uptick,
and IV drug use was down. Again,
the non‐admit stats show some
significant differences from these
special populations details for
newly intaked clients.
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Referral Sources:
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Our referral sources continued to diversify, with a lower percentage from schools and higher percentages from
friends/family, self, and mental health especially. Again, non‐admit referral sources, while still skewed in roughly
the same manner, show a much larger proportion coming from the schools.
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Substance Use Profiles:
2015-2016
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Alcohol, cannabis and nicotine remained the three highest drugs that newly intaked clients had tried, with use of
hallucinogens, opiates, heroin amphetamine, and other drugs at all‐time high or equal levels over the past 5
years.
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The great majority of clients continued to identify cannabis as their primary drug, with, for the second year in a
row, alcohol not ranked as the second most‐common primary drug. This year it was surpassed by both cocaine
and a significant increase in heroin as a primary drug.
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Sessions:
Sessions:
Aftercare Session
Community
Consultation
Family Session
Group
Indirect Service
Session
No Show Client
Sessions
Non‐admitted
service clients
One to One
Total

Substance
Affected

Substance
Adult
User
Affected Total
0
60
7
67
0
2
5

188
26
51

0
0
24

188
28
80

2

75

0

77

8

180

1

189

8
31
59

176
609
1365

15
51
98

199
691
1522

Impact has continued its recent trend
of increasing engagement with
affected adults (parents and
caregivers), mostly with our 8‐week
Parent Merge Group, but we have
seen significant growth in 1‐to‐1,
non‐admit and aftercare sessions
related to these clients as well.
While we show community
consultations only in the substance
user category, our community
consultations are relevant to all our
client populations.

Client & Community Interventions
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Session

Community
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Family
Session

2015-2016
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2011-2012
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2015-2016
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Our total client and community sessions related to counselling activities in 2015‐2016 rose slightly this year over
last, but remains at historical lows, likely attributable to greater proportion of non‐admit clients due to our
change in intake procedures, and the diversification of the types of community consultations being conducted
with the addition of the YESH and VYPER programs in 2013 and 2014.
While Impact still supports and delivers many preventative programs, these have moved almost completely
away from “educational” forms of prevention, and toward approaches that seek to ameliorate the social
conditions that correlate with increased risk of substance use‐related harm. Our contract with Fraser Health
requires 20% of our activities to have a prevention focus, which we unquestionably do. In previous years we had
been collecting statistics about workshops we provided in school classrooms, which we no longer conduct. Our
weekly outreach to Mill Lake, started in summer 2016 (see above) is an example of the kinds of
engagement/prevention work we now do.
NOTES: Though more than one session might be conducted with a non‐admit service client, non‐admit stats
indicate number of individuals served in a non‐admit capacity per quarter, not number of sessions with non‐
admit service clients. No Show Clients are not included in the Sessions Total.
Counselling Sessions:

Counselling Sessions

1398
1329
1152

1121
1065

2015‐2016

2014‐2015

2013‐2014

2012‐2013

Counselling
Sessions (Aftercare,
Family, Group, and
One‐to‐One, and
one stat for each
non‐admit service
client) decreased
again in 2014‐2015,
likely affected by
the continued
increase in non‐
admit clients, with
whom counsellors
may meet for one‐
to‐one and other
types of sessions
(such as group)
more than once
without these
additional sessions
being reflected in
the stats.

2011‐2012
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143

139
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98

67

2015‐2016

2014‐2015

2013‐2014

2012‐2013

Average
Counselling
Sessions per
active client: This
rose slightly. It is
perhaps in this
statistic that the
effects of our
2012‐2013
change in intake
procedures,
resulting in more
non‐admits, can
be seen the
most, as our
average number
of sessions per
active intaked
client grew then
and has stayed
significantly
higher ever since.
Aftercare
sessions were
down
significantly this
year, a change
that we will keep
an eye on in
future years to
identify if it is a
trend or just a
blip, and then to
explore further, if
necessary.

2011‐2012
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No Shows: While not shown on this
graph, our no‐show rates were in
the mid to high teens prior to
2011‐2012. It appears that
between 2011 and 2015, with our
counsellors starting to use cell
phones and text with clients
(where we hadn’t before), we were
able to get notice from clients
much more often when they
weren’t going to make it, therefore
we were not counting these as no‐
shows. This year, however, we
reviewed Fraser Health’s definition
of a no show as not receiving
cancellation notice within 24‐hours
of the appointment. So, while we
still are receiving advance notice
about clients not being able to
make it in, and are therefore often
able to schedule new clients or
activities into that time, the uptick
this year is likely attributable to
enforcing more strictly the exact
definition of a no‐show. We will
keep an eye on this stat.

2011‐2012

Referrals:
We operated mostly outpatient with clients, facilitating various referrals to residential treatment, including:










Kinghaven: 1
Last Door Youth: 1
Charlford House: 1
Riverstone Detox: 1
Pacifica: 1
Directions Detox: 1
Hannah House: 1
Peak House: 1
Harborlight Detox: 1
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Life Areas

Life Areas at Intake
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While we collect this data from every client we intake, we only list those for whom we were able to also collect
data at discharge, so the data in the chart above reflects the same clients in the data below. We had 75
discharges in 2015‐2016, and collected 40 life areas reports at discharge, so this data represents 53% of the
clients we discharged this year. When clients cannot be reached, we are not able to collect discharge data.

Life Areas at Discharge
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A potentially significant thing to note when comparing the intake and discharge data is that 63% of clients
indicate “excellent” or “good” at intake for substance use – which could indicate that they see little or no
problem. However, at discharge only 33% indicate that their substance use is the “same” or “never a problem,”
with 68% indicating “better.” Perhaps most encouragingly, the area in which clients report the most potential
difficultly at intake (mental/emotional health) is the area where, aside from substance use, they report the most
improvement at discharge.

Life Areas 6 Months after Discharge
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At 6 months after the discharge date, we attempt to contact past clients both to check in with them and to
perform this 6‐month Life Areas follow‐up. In some cases a past client may elect to re‐engage in services at this
time.
Client Satisfaction Questionnaire

All Clients Averages (Highest Score Possible: 4)
0.00
To what extent has our program met your needs?

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

3.30

Have the services you received helped you to deal more effectively
with your problems?
If you were to seek help again, would you come back to our program?
In an overall, general sense, how satisfied are you with the service you
received?
Average of all scores

3.70
3.40
3.60
3.50
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Of the 10 clients who elected to complete the 4‐question CSQ, which scores from 0 (worst) to 4 (best), our
average score was 3.50. We are exploring ways to improve the number of these responses in the coming year.
We had been trying to do all we could to ensure clients could submit this survey to us anonymously, which
meant that we were not, as with other outcome measures, going through the survey with them. However, upon
review of the process, we recognize that asking these questions directly of clients is not significantly different
from asking them about their life‐areas at discharge. So, while some bias may be introduced by conducting these
surveys directly with clients, it will be bias that will likely be already reflected elsewhere. Bottom line is that we
would like to be able to obtain more client satisfaction data – and we will continue to keep an eye on and
discuss how we do this in order to get as quality and useful responses as possible.
Referral Source Feedback
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Yes

Somewhat

No

Don't Know

I/We are satisfied with the referral procedure to Impact's services.
I/We are satisfied with the quality of services that Impact provides.
I/We are satisfied that Impact's staff are approachable and professional.
I/We are satisfied that Impact's staff have responded satisfactorily to requests for information and consultation.
I/We are satisfied that services provided by Impact have led to positive changes for clients.
Clients have expressed satisfaction with the services they have received from Impact.

We send out an electronic survey once a year to those people and organizations that we are aware of having
received referrals from to gather feedback on impressions of and satisfaction with our services. This year we had
8 responses, though we have records of receiving referrals from several dozen individuals and organizations. We
aim to utilize this feedback to improve our services and to identify areas where we might have the opportunity
to communicate better about the opportunities and limits of our services.
Again, we are exploring ways to obtain more feedback than the 8 responses we received this year.
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A consistent trend we have seen over the years in comments that those referral sources who respond to our
survey leave (which have been anonymized in some cases below) are related to confidentiality. As a counselling
health service, and with Mature Minor rulings by the Supreme Court of Canada, we do not share any
information (even simple information, such as that clients attended appointments or whether or not we were
even able to make contact with them) without explicit client permission (except in the case of danger or
protection concerns and other legally‐required disclosures). Also, as a health service and with Mature Minor
rulings, youth have a right to decline services. We can therefore not compel them to attend counselling
appointments or a set number of counselling appointments. While other authorities, such as schools, probation
officers, or parents can put conditions on youth to attend a certain number of counselling sessions or to meet
other counselling‐related goals in order to gain access to privileges or avoid consequences, if the youth does not
want us to report back to that authority on their attendance or with other details, we cannot.
Because of this feedback and because staff at referring agencies often change and people can tend to have
misunderstandings about the role and limitations of our substance use counselling, we developed a FAQ for
referrers, which can be accessed on our website at: http://www.impactabby.com/ReferralFAQ.pdf
That said, while we may not be able to tell you whether or not we have been in contact with a client, we would
like to hear from you if a youth or staff person reports that they have had trouble reaching one of our
counsellors. We have a system in place where any contact we receive from anyone where there is a way (phone,
text, email, location & time) to connect with a potential client is noted in our system. We make several attempts
to contact people before closing them out, but due to the volume of our work, we are unable to continue to
follow up indefinitely. Please contact Executive Director, Brian Gross, directly at brian@impactabby.com or on
his work cell at 604‐897‐8066. Concerns will be handled discretely, but we assure you that all our staff want you
to connect with our Executive Director as promptly and as frequently as possible/necessary in this regard. Brian
will get back to you promptly to acknowledge your concern and to tell you any information he is able,
meanwhile doing whatever he can behind the scenes to sort anything that might need sorted.
Comments from referral source feedback from 2015‐2016:







Need more communication... when and if they see the students again, and how cooperative the
students are/were.
I still struggle with not making counselor sessions mandatory up to 3 sessions. This is especially true for
multiple suspensions for the same reason.
I have never heard of any negative feedback regarding IMPACT services.
Setting up appointments for youth was easy. Communication was good. Not sure about services offered.
Meetings and follow ups were not organized.
Contacting staff is difficult for both the professional and clients report that they don't hear back or from
staff at all or not in a timely manner.
I would like updated information on the current referral process i.e. the current used referral forms. In
my role I often make community referrals for clients but I am not involved on a long term basis
therefore the outcome of service is often unknown to me. I am appreciative of the services Impact
offers our clients.
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Abbotsford Youth Health Centre expanding to the BC‐IYSI Hub
The BC‐IYSI is a provincial movement of community agencies, government, donors, young people and families coming
together to transform systems. Currently, the BC‐IYSI involves over 70 partnerships across the province dedicated to
empowering our young people. Together, we will change the way young people access health and social services across
British Columbia.
Young people experience higher rates of mental illness and substance use than any other age group, and may face
challenges in accessing the services they need to improve their wellbeing. By bringing together core services and
supports, the BC‐IYSI will support youth aged 12‐24 and their families with easy access to care. Whether a young person
needs support for anxiety or depression, wants to see a family doctor or is struggling with a stressful situation, we will
help them get the services they need.
Working with our partners, we will establish a branded network of “one‐stop shop” youth centres, including the
prototype site at the Granville Youth Health Centre. These centres will offer health, counselling, mental health,
substance use and social supports, as well as youth and family support and navigation. We will also work with partners to
help integrate and build on existing provincial online and telephone resources to strengthen a network of care for young
British Columbians and their families, regardless of where they live.

From www.BCIYSI.ca
In November, 2015, Impact and numerous other organizations, with Abbotsford Community Services as the lead
agency, submitted a convening application for BC‐IYSI funding. The vision for the Abbotsford centre, which was
selected as the successful candidate from among 8 other applicants competing in the Fraser Health Region was:
Our vision for the BC‐IYSI centre is
a one‐stop shop that provides
primary care, mental health,
substance use, social services and
more for Abbotsford youth. The
centre will be guided by research
and practice‐based evidence. Our
current Abbotsford Youth Health
Centre’s (AYHC) mission is
“Helping Abbotsford’s youth
develop the lifelong habit of
protecting and enhancing all
aspects of their health.” We
envision continuing to build out
this vision, as we already have
been, with the new hub. From one MD and an Office Coordinator in 2010, the AYHC has steadily grown to include
nurses, family practice residents, an intake worker, an advocacy support worker, an Aboriginal support worker, nurse
practitioners, a psychiatrist, a gynecologist/endocrinologist, food security, clothing, furniture, housing support, yoga
classes and more! We envision our BC‐IYSI centre as a place youth can come to with a variety of needs and receive the
support they are looking for. Nine agencies have agreed to co‐locate into the centre, so that more services will be
available for youth under one roof. This strong partnership will allow youth to access a variety of resources in a timely
and supportive manner and will allow for the centre to efficiently respond to inquiries and referrals. The addition of a
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Youth and Family Navigation and Empowerment Coordinator and Peer Support workers to the centre will allow for youth
and families to easily navigate the system.
In the centre we will continue to creatively collaborate to meet the needs of a growing cohort of help‐seeking youth who
have made peers our number one referral source. Recognizing that youth and service providers from neighbouring
communities were increasingly attending the AYHC, we have supported new collaborative, holistically‐focused youth
operations in Chilliwack and Mission. We see great value in this hub and spoke model, particularly in the Fraser East. In
addition to Mission and Chilliwack, we have had discussions with operations in Agassiz, Hope and other locations in the
Fraser Cascade about how we might collaboratively support youth health in our region, particularly with respect to
trauma‐informed, culturally safe mental health, sexual health, and Aboriginal and LGBTQ‐friendly services.

Youth Engaged to STOP HIV
Mission: Helping Fraser Valley youth develop the lifelong habit of being engaged and engaging others in
protecting and enhancing all aspects of their health.
Participants by Type of Event (Total=2,976)
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The program is composed of two components. First
is weekly three‐hour drop‐in programs delivered
through sub‐contract by Fraser Valley Youth Society
(www.fraseryouth.com) in Abbotsford, Mission and
Chilliwack. The second is regional coordination
about reducing exposure to risk and vulnerability to
harm for youth across the Fraser Health region
provided by Impact’s executive director. This has
focused on development of youth‐friendly health
services across the region, and also providing
developmental evaluation and outcome mapping‐
based support to the Fraser Health Regional
HIV/AIDS/Hep‐C Advisory Committee and other
committees and programs.

Types of Events by Area/Region (Total=304)
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LGBTQ2SA+ DROP-IN PARTICIPANTS BY COMMUNITY
RUN BY FRASER VALLEY YOUTH SOCIETY (1,564)
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Valley Youth Partnership for Engagement and Respect
Mission: Creating pathways for youth and young adults to move from isolation to a sense of belonging in their
communities.
With this 2.5 year Health Canada‐funded project (administered by Abbotsford Community Services and
managed by Impact) that ran from March 2014 to September 2016 and from Burnaby to Boston Bar coming to
an end, and with hundreds of pages of data collected in the course of the project that is now being compiled and
analyzed by our third‐party evaluator, McCreary Centre Society… there is a lot that we could say about VYPER.
But, we will just give a few details here and let you know where you can find further details elsewhere (mostly
on www.vyper.ca), if you are interested.
What was VYPER?
We all know that engaging young people is important and that having just one trusted adult in their lives can
make a world of difference. Unfortunately, many young people have had difficult experiences when they have
tried to share their ideas, thoughts, feelings and experiences with adults. And these difficult experiences may
make them careful about how and even if they will continue to engage, let alone take meaningful action and
risks in their lives. This may lead adults to think that youth (or some youth) just aren’t interested in being
engaged. Our experience is that this is absolutely not the case. It’s a matter of how, when and under what
condition adults try to engage with them, not whether they want to be engaged.
VYPER focused on supporting communities to ask and respond to the question “What might youth be capable of
being and doing in this environment” by building on three evidence‐based resiliency factors:




Opportunities to participate and contribute
Caring, connected relationships
Developing high self‐expectations

Summary Data
To give a brief overview of what happened in VYPER, we’ll provide a few key graphics. Much more detail will be
forthcoming in our evaluation report, which should be available by the end of 2016.

Meetings/Events by Type (Adult=906/Youth=324/YAP=360) and Area
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There were nearly 1,600 VYPER‐related meetings and events during the project period, spread out across the
Fraser Health region. There were adult meetings/events to develop and clarify opportunities that might be
presented to young people, and to provide training and troubleshooting. There were youth meetings/events to
allow youth to build rapport, deliberate about opportunities and grant applications, develop marketing
materials, develop curriculum and presentations – and on and on. And there were Youth‐Adult Partnership (YAP)
meetings/events, where youth and adults from the community worked together to, as our tagline says, “Make
Resilience Happen.”

Participants in VYPER‐Related Meetings/Events by Type and Area
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These organizations represented a
broad cross‐section of sectors from
business to governments to health
services to educational institutions to
First Nations organizations and faith‐
based organizations.
McCreary Centre Society conducted
evaluation activities throughout the
course of the project and, at its end,
conducted six 3‐hour focus group
sessions across the region with
dozens of organizations and their
staff and managers present.
Both at these focus groups and at
VYPER final youth VYPERence in May
of 2016, we had Drawing Change
visual practitioners producing journey
maps from participant feedback, We
include the Abbotsford‐Mission and
youth journey maps on the following
page.
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Public
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There were over 14,000 participants in
meetings and events. 3,515 were young people
(age 12 to 24), 5,268 were organizational staff,
4,164 were organizational managers, and
1,085 were other adults. While direct adult
participants outnumbered youth – the project
was not about directly changing youth
behaviours… it was about changing adult
behaviours in order to start changing the types
of opportunities that are available to youth in
their communities that might help them
develop in an environment that better fosters
resiliency.
Nearly 140 organizations self‐reported on new,
enhanced or expanded youth‐adult
partnership organizational behaviours over the
course of the project.

Self‐Reported New/Enhanced/Expanded Organizational
Behaviours Related to Youth‐Adult Partnership (n=137)
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Along with our Making
Resilience Happen through
Youth Adult Partnership:
Moving from observation of
natural resilience to
intentionally supporting
resilience in community‐based
youth health promotion and
prevention initiatives
document, which was released
in 2015 and updated in 2016,
and can be downloaded at
vyper.ca/resiliencereport.pdf,
a final project was converting
the 4 guiding principles of
VYPER into a fun and easy‐to‐
follow flip book and set of five
on‐line videos, which will all be
released by the end of 2016.
1. Working with an anti‐
oppression/allyship lens.
2. Building on what already
exists.
3. Clarifying specific
opportunities and
available supports.
4. Hitting the ground
running!
Impact has already started
another Fraser region‐wide
project, called the Youth‐Elder
Partnership (YEP), funded by
Vancouver Foundation’s
Fostering Change, indigenizing
VYPER’s Youth‐Adult
Partnership approach into the Aboriginal context. It’s youth‐developed/elder‐endorsed vision and mission is:



Vision: A Fraser Valley where youth and elders bridge the age gap – working on projects that reduce
isolation, share wisdom and knowledge, and support mutual understanding.
Mission: Building bridges between youth and elders. Discovering and sharing personal strengths and
gifts. Showing that youth and elders can communicate, connect and learn with each other.
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